Abstract-Traditional approaches to receiver-driven layered multicast apply coarse-grain layered congestion control, which enables each receiver to adjust its receiving rate to match the available bandwidth. However, this restricts the scalability of fine-grain scalable video coding. In this paper, we present an approach that facilitates bandwidth inference congestion control in a hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme for multimedia delivery. One-way delay trend detection has proven effective in explicitly or implicitly estimating end-to-end available bandwidth. Using a hierarchical layered probing scheme and a delay trend detection method, we have developed a congestion control protocol for fine-grain layered multicast. Combining this protocol with scalable video coding, we present a framework that achieves efficient scalable video streaming over heterogeneous networks. The performance of our hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme is evaluated by network simulations and the video coding efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIMEDIA communication over (wired or wireless) IP networks has become increasingly important due to the explosive growth of the Internet. Scalability at the bit-stream level is an important feature of multimedia delivery over networks. The objective of a scalable video coding scheme is to encode a video signal once, and enable different receivers to decode the video by receiving only part of the bit-stream, depending on the available bandwidth and the target resolution. MPEG-4 fine-grain scalability (FGS) provides a scalable video coding scheme based on hybrid motion compensation and bit-plane DCT coding [15] . In [5] , a fine-grain scalable video coding scheme based on hybrid motion compensation and bit-plane coding of matching pursuit atoms was proposed to achieve better coding efficiency at low bit rates. However, to avoid the drifting problem, hybrid motion-compensation-based scalable video coding algorithms sacrifice coding efficiency by only using the base layer for motion compensation. Some W.-L. Hwang is with the Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica, Taipei 115, Taiwan, and also with Digital Technology Department, Kainan University, Taoyung 33857, Taiwan. (e-mail: whwang@iis.sinica.edu.tw).
S. efficient scalable video coding schemes based on motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) have been proposed to improve coding efficiency, achieve scalability, and solve the drifting problem encountered in closed-loop hybrid coding systems [1] , [2], [6] . Layered multicasting with a scalable video coding scheme enables efficient dissemination of real-time multimedia streaming over heterogeneous networks [8] . In a layered multicast system, the server divides a scalable bit-stream into different layers, each of which is disseminated by a separate IP multicast group. In order to adapt to the rapidly changing available network throughput, receivers must be able to estimate the available bandwidth in real-time and dynamically join the appropriate cumulative layers. Several receiver-driven layered multicast protocols have been proposed to improve intra-session fairness so that each receiver gets the quality of video commensurate with network bandwidth availability and the end-system processing load [4] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [16] . Based on a one-way delay trend detection technique, a bandwidth inference congestion (BIC) control protocol for multimedia layered multicast is proposed in [12] . Each receiver uses one-way delay trend detection to estimate the end-to-end available bandwidth.
In this paper, based on the BIC control protocol, we propose a hierarchical bandwidth inference congestion control scheme that can achieve hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe scalable video coding schemes based on MCTF and discuss the one-way delay trend detection model and BIC control for layered multicast. In Section III, we propose a hierarchical probing scheme for a hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast system. Section IV presents the experiment results of the proposed hierarchical layered multicast scheme. Then, in Section V, we present our conclusions.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
A. Scalable Video Coding With MCTF
In recent years, several efficient scalable video coding schemes based on motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) have been proposed [1] - [3] , [6] , [7] . Three-dimensional (3-D) wavelet scalable video coding is one of the most popular techniques for achieving scalability in video coding, because it has embedded coding characteristics and the ability to achieve continuous rate scalability. Another major scalable video coding scheme based on an extension of H.264/AVC is proposed in [2] and [3] .
Temporal scalability is provided by MCTF and hierarchical B-frames, whereas spatial scalability is provided by upsampling. For signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability, two types of scalability, coarse-grain and fine-grain, are provided. The former can be achieved easily by using different quantization steps to code the DCT coefficients, while the latter can be achieved by encoding successive refinements of subbitplane arithmetic coding. Combined with the concepts of temporal, spatial, and SNR scalability, the scalable video coding scheme based on the extension of H.264/AVC and MCTF can efficiently generate a bit-stream with a high degree of temporal, spatial, and SNR scalability.
B. Delay Trend Detection and BIC Control
In recent years, one-way delay trend detection techniques have been proposed to detect potential end-to-end network congestion and estimate end-to-end available bandwidth. In [12] and [13] , Liu et al. use a delay trend detection technique to estimate end-to-end available bandwidth and propose a bandwidth inference congestion (BIC) control protocol for multimedia applications. By sending a probe at a fixed-rate and analyzing the one-way delay trend, the receiver can determine whether the available bandwidth is higher than the probing rate. This scheme checks the available bandwidth by sending a probe at the target bit rate and detecting the one-way delay trend. The advantage of one-way delay trend detection is that it does not require synchronized clocks. If the sender and receiver do not have synchronized clocks, as long as the clock offset is constant, the one-way delay trend of the packets will not be affected. There are no special requirements for the probe packets, which can be audio or video data of variable-size in practical multimedia applications.
In the proposed BIC control scheme for multilayered multicast, a sender periodically probes each layer by sending packets from the upper layer to the current layer. Receivers can then test the probing bit rate and decide whether or not to join an additional layer according to the delay trend detected. Joining an additional layer depends on the one-way delay trend detected during the probing period, whereas, leaving a layer is based on packet loss. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a four-layer multicast, where the server probes from layer 0 to layer 2 periodically. The arrows show a receiver from layer 0 joining layers 1, 2, and 3 after three probes, and then leaving layer 3 because of packet loss.
III. A HIERARCHICAL PROBING SCHEME FOR HYBRID COARSE/FINE LAYERED MULTICAST
In the BIC control scheme for layered multicast described in the previous section, the scale of the layers should not be too small; otherwise, it will take a long time to reach the optimal layer if the available bandwidth has large increments. The objective of scalable video coding is to support fine-grain scalability; however, coarse-grain layered multicast protocol restricts scalability. The difficulties associated with layered scalability and convergence time motivate us to develop a hierarchical probing scheme to achieve a hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast system. Suppose the layered multicast system consists of coarse layers, , each of which can be further divided into fine-grain layers called sublayers. can be different for each coarse layer. An example of the hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast structure with eight sublayers is shown in Fig. 2 . We denote as the th sublayer in the th coarse layer and as the cumulative rate up to layer . A receiver at layer receives packets from coarse layers 0 to and packets from sublayers 0 to in coarse layer . In coarse-layered probing, the server periodically probes the coarse layers , as shown in Fig. 2 . When a coarse layer is being probed, packets belonging to and (the first sublayer of the upper coarse layer) are sent through sublayer (the first sublayer of the current coarse layer). Thus, all receivers subscribing to coarse layer are forced to receive the probe packets at target bit rate , which is the bit rate of the first sublayer of the coarse layer . Each receiver then uses delay trend detection to decide whether the end-to-end available bandwidth is higher than the probing bit rate . If a receiver at detects that its available bandwidth is higher than the probing bit rate, it will subscribe to layer , i.e., it will join multiple additional layers up to ; otherwise, it will stay at its original layer, . In this probing scheme, the coarse layers are probed in sequence. After a coarse layer has been probed and stabilized, the server waits for an interval before starting hierarchical sublayer probing in that layer. The purpose of this probing is to enable receivers to find an optimal fine-grain layer close to their actual available bandwidth. In the following, we give a detailed description of the implementation of the scheme.
The hierarchical probing structure of a coarse layer comprised of sublayers has stages in the hierarchical sublayer probing circle, as shown in Fig. 3 . In the first step of sublayer probing at coarse layer , the server sends the probe packets at the bit rate of the medium sublayer, (the bit rate of sublayer ), by sending packets of through sublayer . Hence, receivers subscribing to sublayers to are forced to receive the probe packets at bit rate . By using delay trend detection, receivers can decide whether they have sufficient bandwidth to join the medium sublayer , or stay at their original sublayer.
In the second step, the server sends the probe packets at the bit rates of first quarter and third quarter sublayers, (the bit rate of sublayer ) and (the bit rate of sublayer ), simultaneously. During this probing stage, the packets of sublayers to are sent through sublayer and the packets of sublayers to are sent through sublayer . This hierarchical sublayer probing is repeated until the server has probed the bit rates of all the odd sublayers .
Periodical probing of coarse layers and hierarchical probing of fine layers are used cooperatively in the scheme. Fig. 4 shows a sketch diagram of the hybrid coarse/fine layered probing scheme. The probing period of each layer depends on the probe size, packet size, and probing bit rate. Suppose K packets are sent during the probing period and the size of each packet is S. For a given probing bit rate, , the probing period required for a sender to transmit K packets is (1) For the stage hierarchical sublayer probing in coarse layer n, the probing period required in stage 1 is (2) In stage 2, the sender starts to probe the bit rates and simultaneously. The probing period in this stage is the maximum probing time required i.e., (3) since . Although and are probed simultaneously, the probing periods are different. Suppose two receivers sharing the same link receive the probing bit rates and , respectively. If congestion occurs when bit rate is received, it will affect the delay trend of the receiver receiving ; however, the latter can analyze the one-way delay trend before and after the period to estimate whether it has the available bandwidth to join . The total time of one hierarchical probing cycle is defined as , and (4) where denotes the waiting period between two probing stages.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the simulation results of the proposed hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme using an ns-2 network simulator [11] . The results are compared with those of a layered multicast system based on the BIC control protocol [12] . A constant bit rate of UDP cross traffic is also introduced through the shared link to examine the effect of cross traffic. We also discuss the reconstructed video quality of the hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast framework.
A. Network Simulations
We implement the hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme with six coarse layers, the bit rates of which are 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 kbps, respectively. Some of the layers are further divided into several fine-grain layers. Fig. 5 shows the bit rate allocation of each hybrid coarse/fine layer and the combined temporal, SNR, and spatial scalability corresponding to the hybrid coarse/fine layers. The simulation network topology consists of one server and four receivers connected through different link capacities and round-trip times. All the links are connected by DropTail routers, as shown in Fig. 6 . The probe size is 50 packets, and the size of each packet is 512 bytes. Fig. 7 shows the layer subscription of Receiver 3. The dashed line represents the layer subscription using the hierarchical probing scheme for hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast, and the solid line indicates the layer subscription using the BIC control protocol for traditional layered multicast. Since periodic coarse-layered probing takes a long time to finish a complete probing cycle, a start-up phase is applied to enable a new receiver to approach its optimal coarse layer subscription. The start-up phase is an aggressive process that allows a new receiver to join layers quickly before an increase in the delay trend is detected.
According to the simulation results, in the startup phase, Receiver 3 quickly subscribes to coarse layers up to coarse layer 4 and then leaves coarse layer 4 immediately due to packet loss. In traditional layered multicast based on the BIC congestion protocol, the sender periodically probes coarse layers. The bottleneck bandwidth of Receiver 3 is 1 Mbps; thus, Receiver 3 in traditional layered multicast stays steady at coarse layer 3 with a bit rate of 512 kbps. The dashed line in Fig. 7 shows the results of using our proposed hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme. After periodically probing the coarse layers, the server uses the hierarchical sublayered probing scheme to probe the sublayers. Based on the probing of the sublayers, Receiver 3 joins sublayers 4, 6, and 7 of coarse layer 3 in sequence. After the hierarchical sublayered probing, Receiver 3 reaches its optimal sublayer with a bit rate of 960 kbps, which is very close to its maximum available bandwidth.
To determine the effect of cross traffic in the proposed scheme, we introduce a constant bit rate (CBR) of UDP cross traffic through the shared link . The bit rate of the UDP cross traffic is 200 kbps and the insertion period is between 100 and 200 s. After 100 s, the cross traffic starts to transmit the CBR packets through the shared link. Because the original traffic is transmitted at about 960 kbps, congestion occurs on the shared link. Due to the packet loss, Receiver 3 immediately drops the sublayers and stays at sublayer 0 of coarse layer 3 (512 kbps). Since the shared link's available bandwidth is now about 800 kbps, after the hierarchical probing, Receiver 3 joins sublayer 4 of coarse layer 3 again. When the cross traffic stops, Receiver 3 joins sublayers 6 and 7 of coarse layer 3 in turn after hierarchical sublayered probing and stays at sublayer 7 of coarse layer 3 with a bit rate of 960 kbps.
In contrast, in the traditional layered multicast, Receiver 3 based on the BIC control protocol stays at coarse layer 3 (sublayer 0) with a bit rate of 512 kbps. Because the maximum capacity on the shared link is about 1 Mbps, congestion does not occur when the cross traffic starts. Hence, Receiver 3 is not affected by the cross traffic and stays at sublayer 0 of coarse layer 3.
B. Scalable Video Coding
We now evaluate the coding efficiency of scalable video coding for different layers using a scalable video codec, SVC-Software_HHI_v02, to generate the scalable bit streams. The software, which was developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Telecommunications, Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI), is an implementation candidate for H.264/MPEG-4 SVC. The codec is a scalable extension of the H.264/AVC video coding standard based on the motion-compensated lifting scheme. Based on the bit rates of each layer applied in the network experiments, the combined temporal, SNR, and spatial scalability of the hybrid coarse/fine layered scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Fig. 8 shows the reconstructed video quality of Receiver 3 using hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast (the solid curve marked by squares) compared to traditional coarse layered multicast (the dotted curve marked by circles) between 30 and 40 s. The dashed curve marked by stars represents the video quality achieved by sublayer 4 in coarse layer 3. The receiver, using traditional layered multicast based on the BIC control scheme, subscribes at coarse layer 3 (sublayer 0), whereas the receiver using hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast based on the hierarchical probing scheme subscribes to sublayer 4 first and then subscribes to sublayer 6 in 31.1 s. The Y-PSNR value of sublayer 4 is about 1.65 dB better than that of sublayer 0, while the Y-PSNR value of sublayer 6 is about 2.03 dB better. According to the experiment results for scalable video coding, the reconstructed video quality of the receiver using hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast based on the hierarchical probing scheme is significantly better than that produced by traditional coarse-layered multicast. Fig. 5 shows a simple example of the hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast framework. How to adjust the framework and the temporal, SNR, and spatial scalability to meet different scalability constraints for each fine-grain layer in order to achieve an optimal allocation is still an open issue. Because joining or leaving coarse layers affects the temporal, SNR, or spatial resolution, we should increase the threshold of the delay trend analysis to avoid frequent joining and leaving. However, changing the sublayer subscription will only affect the SNR quality, which human vision is less sensitive to. Therefore, we can reduce the threshold of the delay trend in sublayer probing so that receivers can locate their optimal sublayer quickly, depending on variations in the available bandwidth.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new framework that uses delay trend detection with a hierarchical layered probing scheme for bandwidth inference congestion control of hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast. Through hierarchical probing of the coarse layers and their sublayers, a receiver can rapidly adapt to the optimal finegrain layer based on the rapidly changing bandwidth. We propose an effective hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme that is based on a combination of the hierarchical bandwidth inference congestion control scheme and scalable video coding based on MCTF. The experiment results of network simulation and coding efficiency show that the proposed hybrid coarse/fine layered multicast scheme can achieve efficient scalable multimedia streaming over heterogeneous networks.
